
 
The Mobile Music Hub - Delivering Peripatetic Music Making in a Post-Covid World 

 
 

Introduction 
 
This document serves as a record of some of our aims, ambitions, findings & failures as we’ve 
begun exploring ideas around a new way of delivering music making under the ongoing effects 
and future impact of the Coronavirus Pandemic. 
 
This time of reflection, exploration and research has been very generously supported & funded by 
D.A.I.S.I as part of their Soundwaves Music project funding. 
 
This document can be broken down into several subsections: 
 

- The Mobile Music Hub: An Introduction; early ideas and ambitions 
- Findings & learnings;  drawn from this period of consultation & research. 
- Thinking Forward; evaluating our conclusions and planning next steps 

 
Our plan for this period of time was that our exploration would have three strands that would 
overlap and reciprocally inform each other: 
 

- We’d carry out a process of consultation with a range of Music leaders & teaching artists, to 
assess the current state of music delivery in the region, introduce the concept of the MMH 
and discuss its potential and challenges across a wide range of participant groups. 
 

- We’d run several trial sessions of the MMH with young people at Space’s Room 13 Youth 
Centre in Okehampton. These would be an opportunity to explore some of the different 
functions that the MMH might provide for music delivery, discover some if it’s practical 
challenges, and most crucially would allow us to begin a dialogue with participants so that 
they’re input is part of the projects development from it’s beginning. 
 

-  Alongside these strands we’d spend time developing relationships with arts organisations, 
music leaders, and other institutions providing music provision across the region and begin 
planning the implementation of the next phase of the projects development building on the 
learnings drawn from this consultation period. 

 
 
 

Unfortunately due to the implementation of a second national lockdown in November our 
planned delivery of a series of sessions with young people at Okehampton’s Room 13 
Youth Centre had to be postponed. Due to this at time of writing we haven’t been able to 
carry out that part of the project. However our current plan is that after the lifting of the 
national lockdown on the 2nd December we’ll assess whether current Government 
Guidelines enable us to carry out sessions in line with our current Tier designation and if 
able to carry out these sessions in December. We’ll document these sessions and findings 
and reportings will be added to future versions of this report. 
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The Mobile Music Hub: An Introduction 

Originally planned before the advent of the Coronavirus Pandemic the Mobile Music Hub 
began development as a way to deliver music making opportunities in rural areas, people suffering 
from isolation and those without each access to pre-existing music provision and facilities e.g well 
equipped Youth Centres. 

Within the context of the pandemic and the ensuing lockdown & governmental restrictions it 
became clear that it’s remit could also extend to filling gaps in provision formed by the closure 
and/or restriction of activity in pre-existing centres for musical engagement, as well as providing a 
safe, self-contained easy to manage platform to access those having to isolate or unable to travel 
due to current restrictions. 

Below are some of the ideas, ambitions & potentials for what we thought the MMH might be 
able to become given the time to develop as well as some of its potential functions and benefits. 

 
About the mobile music hub 

● It’s a music venue -  showcasing local talent, a live performance platform. 
● It’s a recording studio - emerging local artists can experience how to record. 
● It’s a music school -   one to one lessons, band workshops. 
● It’s mobile! 

 
● A response to the COVID-19 pandemic by continuing community music activity 

outdoors. 
● Staffed by Fully trained music leaders with DBS and a range of skills and experience. 
● Creating opportunities, upskilling, educating and inspiring new music making.  
● Opportunity to record music professionally.  
● Stage equipment and lighting installed for easy set up. 
● Tailor made events and workshops for everyone.  

 
Benefits of the mobile music hub 

● Mental health and wellbeing - Music can calm the nervous system. Playing and 
creating music with others has a positive social impact, experiencing a unique human 
connection. Exploring gentle stretches, movement and singing has a positive impact on 
the body and mind. Composing and playing music is a positive outlet for expressing 
emotions that are difficult to describe.  

● Education - Music is a collection of mathematical patterns, sequences, physics, colours 
and words; studies show engaging with music education can improve numeracy and 
literacy. See this article for more information  about how music is good for you. 

● Experienced music leader  and tailor made workshops - one to one music tuition for 
vocals, guitar, ukulele, accordion, and keyboard. Ensemble workshops (choral, 
orchestral, folk/blues/rock/pop bands and drumming.) Heritage focused workshops, 

https://www.nammfoundation.org/articles/2014-06-01/benefits-learning-and-playing-music-adults?gclid=Cj0KCQjwoaz3BRDnARIsAF1RfLdx3N2G_q5lty2QoHCSmlJ2mnqgd6qgvc_heW7SA_3dFIDU4pb6COkaAlTaEALw_wcB
https://docs.google.com/document/d/107QCt9FL_UMfAr4TF30lwNLMtplBcFsvpv7SNCpeJJ0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kx8FkdLIlsNzF4gxTPr37Pfh--osKol2/view?usp=sharing


genre focused or themed workshops planned to support group needs and the school 
curriculum.  

● Creating a safe supportive space - for everyone to explore music and be included. 
Safeguarding is a priority and the leader can signpost participants to support. For 
example instrument hire advice for families financially struggling, or finding a young 
person youth worker support. 

● Easily assembled - outside at community buildings, car parks, town centres, playing 
fields, and other public or private spaces. Click here for our suggested locations map 

● Environmentally conscious -  solar and battery powered equipment, electrical hook 
up option. Respectfully leaving spaces as they were before arrival, keeping waste to a 
minimum, recycling, and responsibly disposing of litter. 

● Customer service -  liaise with clients to find out site specifics, and workshop 
preferences. Phone calls to discuss arrangements and talk through session plans to 
ensure client satisfaction. Use an online booking process, the mobile music hub can be 
booked as a drop in service for outreach style youth work. 

● Shop -  music books, CDs and merchandise, and instrument accessories, eg spare 
strings, capos and plectrums. Healthy tuck shop, tea and coffee. Stocking local and 
independently made snacks and drinks. 

● Instrument maintenance and music resources - Advice on how to care for 
instruments, change strings and find music books. 

 
COVID-19 and Risk Assessment  

● Following government guidelines for social distancing.  
● Example risk assessment  

 
Target audience and locations 

● Youth work. 
● Rural and new build communities. 
● Cater for all ages, backgrounds and abilities.  
● Versatile set up for any location such as youth centre car parks, parks, or sports fields. 
● Home education groups and schools. 
● Community events and festivals. 

 Aims 
● To bring live music, recording opportunities, and music education to communities that 

don’t have access to this.  
● To tackle isolation issues, anti social behaviour, and build communities with music. 
● To provide a positive safe environment to help nurture young people's musical skills 

and positive well-being by engaging in fun inclusive music activities. 
● To interact with local music services schools and other education centres and 

collaborate with artists to link in with other projects.  
● To advertise and promote in lots of communities and build a large network of clients. 
● To run and maintain a website and have great customer service. 
● To manage bookings, and plan efficient routes to locations. 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1yUjWziBH5CBKeehHyYfUVVWG9o39IQAi&usp=sharing
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d9kOHNqUJ8ilxu0gYdcFIDyEnQdsJmOS/view?usp=sharing


Findings & Learnings 
 

Here we collate some of the aggregated conclusions and discoveries we’ve come to during this 
period of research & development. 

 
Originally this would have included learnings from a series of Pilot Workshops with Young People 
at Okehampton’s Room 13 Youth Centre. Due to the imposition of a second national lockdown on 
November 5th November and further national restrictions these have had to be postponed at time 

of writing. Notes on these sessions and conclusions drawn will be added to future amended 
versions of this report. 

 
 

Music Leaders & Teaching Artist Consultation 
 
As a key part of the process we knew it would be incredibly important to consult with other music 
leaders in the region. We wanted to see how Covid-19, lockdowns and other national restrictions 
were affecting teaching artists working practices and general wellbeing.  
 
We also knew because the potential scope of the Mobile Music Hub was so large that it would be 
important to talk to a wide range of teaching artists. We wanted to talk to people working with a 
wide variety of different communities & participant groups, as well as across a wide geographic 
area.  
 
We asked each individual the same set of questions, but more than anything these questions were 
jumping off points for wider discussions about current working practices, the MMH and how it 
might fit into the ecology of wider music provision in the region. The questions were as follows: 
 

1. How have you been working?  
How have your working practices changed in the last 9 months? 
 

2. How might you adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
If you had the MMH as a resource how might you use it/adapt it? 

 
3. How might the MMH work with the particular participant group(s) you work with? 

Are there any adjustments that would be needed for the MMH to work better with the 
people you work with? Anyways it is particularly suited, or not suited, to them? 
 

4. Can you see any practical or logistical problems with the MMH? 
 

5. Is there anything else we haven’t talked about?  
What MMH might be able to do/be that we haven’t thought of? 
 

What follows covers a range of the discussions that each of these questions raised in turn. 
 
For clarity and simplicity of communication the following notes don’t reference specific individuals 
when quoted or otherwise but are rather an aggregated collation of general feedback. For specific 
details about the artists we interviewed, and more information about their practices see the 
attached Appendix. 



 
How have you been working?  
How have your working practices changed in the last 9 months? 
 

The range of experiences of the teaching artists we talked to was as diverse as the individuals 
themselves and as different as their ways of working had been previously.  
 
The overriding impression was one of a very sudden & dramatic curtailing of ongoing work with the 
imposition of the national lockdown in March 2020 and the struggle to rapidly readjust, on the fly, 
to new ways of working. Several people talked of having to resort to second jobs, and non-arts 
supported income to make ends meet during this difficult period. 
 
In general there was an attitude of making the best of a bad situation with the acknowledgement 
that, in the early days at least, only projects with pre-existing financial support could continue and 
that it was difficult to imagine making plans throughout this period, and increasingly hard to know 
you’d be able to stick to them as the ongoing shifts in Governmental guidance continues to shift. 
 
While it was acknowledged that in some respects demand was increased for musical provision, 
this was noted particularly in homeschooling communities, continuing to engage participants 
wasn’t always as consistently easy.  
 
Largely for the first part of the year engagement meant working digitally, or online and then later 
as restrictions eased for the first time some face to face delivery working around restrictions. 
 
Online Work 
 
During lockdown many of the artists we talked to had to transfer their work to digital and online 
platforms to continue delivering music provision. This way of working has continued throughout the 
year with participants who are vulnerable, still inaccessible, or who feel more comfortable 
engaging digitally.  
 
Music delivery has included a wide range of both regular weekly sessions, as well as 1 to 1 music 
delivery for individuals and small groups: 

- Members of the homeschooling community in small groups 
- Young people with additional needs in Croyde, Okehampton & Newton Abbot 
- Young homeless adults in at the Amber Foundation in North Devon 
- Group sessions for young people in around Exmouth 
- Block Club sessions for young people with disabilities in & around Exmouth. 
- Older members of community bands in North Devon who are currently shielding 
- Weekly sessions with young people in Lyme Regis 
- Exeter Family Orchestra have continued sessions online every 2 weeks. 
- Some 1 to 1 ‘inclusive’ music making sessions have been able to be carried out in 

Torbay. 
 

Alongside this delivery, several music leaders have worked on making discrete digital content that 
can be engaged as and when by participants. 

- These covered anything from speedy ‘1 minute guitar lessons’ to a more in depth 
structured series of tutorials that could be accessed digitally. 



Difficulties 
Unsurprisingly this sudden shift into a very different way of working wasn’t without its difficulties 
but it also became apparent that there were also some unexpected upsides. 
 
A lot of participants encountered simple difficulties with technology as well as with the fact that it 
was a lot harder to both communicate with and engage participants. 

- It differed from person to person & group to group, with some having more success 
with regular zoom sessions and some with tutorials that participants could engage 
with in their own time. 

- Whilst it was found that sometimes some things worked better than others the 
general trend was quite simply that many people didn’t want to engage with digital 
provision as much as they had with face to face delivery. 

- This is only exacerbated when working with people who find digital and online 
provision particularly inaccessible. Whilst some work has been possible it’s been 
particularly difficult attempting to work with dementia sufferers & early years groups. 

 
Alongside this several music leaders noted that it had also been particularly taxing for themselves 
attempting to lead sessions or teach lessons in this way.  

- Either attempting to grapple with the technology and limitations of zoom or 
attempting to record tutorials in an empty room it’s been notable how many people 
have found it difficult without the responsivity of working directly with people. 

- This has been especially true some of the time when creating tutorials and online 
content because often teaching artists have struggled to get feedback from those 
engaging with the content and indeed get a sense of whether people are gaining 
anything from them! 

 
Positives 
However in spite of all these challenges there have been several points of positive discovery 
around online and digital music provision. 
 
Several music Leaders noted that it was great that the content was accessible from a much larger 
geographic area. 

- For example, people able to engage with online tutorials who would never be able 
to get to Exmouth for regular sessions. 
- Similarly that it was possible to have people leading sessions that geography would 
normally make prohibitively expensive e.g a musician in Berlin leading sessions in 
North Devon. 

 
Whilst it seemed to be the case that most participants found online engagement less satisfying 
there was a notable minority where the opposite was the case and surprising amounts of progress 
had been made. 

- In some cases this was due to the capacity for focused 1 to 1 work, some because 
participants struggled in group contexts and some due to the individuals being 
particularly adept at using technology. 

- One of the music leaders mentioned a conversation with a specialist in Autism who’d 
said that working online had been going excellently because they’d been able to be 
much more efficient with the time without any of the usual logistical problems of 
working in certain settings.  



One artist found that whilst the technological limitations of Zoom had been a struggle they’d 
discovered that through the process of group members submitting audio recordings to create 
music the entire collaborative process had become much more democratic 
 
Another commented that next time they wanted to work with other teaching artists when creating 
online tutorials so at least they didn’t look silly by themselves! 
 
 
 
In Person Delivery 
 
Some teaching artists found ways to continue delivering face to face during lockdown. Usually this 
meant working 1 to 1 in peoples gardens and in outdoor spaces. Due to restrictions it was also 
largely confined to working in semi-therapeutic contexts. 
 
For most it wasn’t until the easing of restrictions in the early Summer that teaching artists were 
able to begin in person delivery again. Whilst the general consensus was this was a marked 
improvement on the whole to solely online delivery it wasn’t without its difficulties. 
 
The most pronounced of these was the limiting factors around capacity in indoor spaces and 
managing social distancing & contact hygiene procedures. Established households and support 
bubbles could still work together but mixing of larger groups was more difficult. However, ever 
resourceful, various approaches were found to dealing with these limitations. 
 

- By far the most common impact of these restrictions was that it limited group sessions to 
4-6 people (depending on a venues’ size). Often regular group sessions could have 20-30 
people involved so this largely meant splitting groups up into shorter sessions or simply 
holding more sessions to attempt to fill demand.  

- Alongside this music leaders have had to manage social distancing and adhering to contact 
hygiene procedures. Due to increased risk of transmission through droplet transferral from 
exhalation onto microphones particular care has to be taken not to share microphones. One 
leader had bought a joblot of penny whistles because they could be sanitised en masse 
easily! 

- Many commented that it was quite a challenge as session leaders because it runs so 
contrary to the collaborative process they were used to. 

- Some teaching artists have been particularly inventive in finding creative ways to establish 
these restrictions for participants. For example, Block Club, a session for young people with 
additional needs in Exmouth, created zones around it’s space that corresponded to a series 
of different Disney characters. Each young person was given a character at the beginning 
of their session so that they knew which zone to stay in, & and at the end of each session 
all the Disney avatars could be wiped clean ready for the next session. 

 
Many music leaders also began delivering sessions and work outdoors at the same time, either 
through regular sessions or the capacity for participants to book defined slots during the week in 
partnership with an outdoor venue.  
 
On the whole this sort of activity has been more inclusive music making practices, those not 
requiring a great deal of technology, or often focussed on general wellbeing & traditional youth 



work provision (gardening, laser tag, ‘forestcraft’ etc.). Some outdoor delivery has been able 
continue for more targeted working (dementia suffers, early years, those with additional needs) but 
not a great deal. 

- One music leader talked very eloquently about a project they’d be involved in prior to the 
pandemic where an entire term of early years delivery was carried out entirely outdoors. 
Their focus had been much more on encouraging musical expression rather than technical 
musicianship and allowing the young people to find their own ways of making music. They 
suggested that that ethos may well be more applicable in the current climate! 

 
 
It was noted by several teaching artists that whilst it was often a much more labour intensive and 
expensive way of working the need to run more, smaller, sessions had also had a surprisingly 
positive impact on a lot of the delivery. More 1 to 1 time and smaller groups had allowed teaching 
artists to create more bespoke and responsive sessions and many had seen participants flourish 
in response to the greater level of attention they had received.  
 
 
 
 

How might you adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
If you had the MMH as a resource how might you use it/adapt it? 

 
We consciously left this question quite open as we didn’t want to limit topics of conversation and 
so accordingly the areas of discussion cover quite a range of topics. However in spite of this there 
were some clear areas of overlap between different interviews and some obvious lines of 
exploration. 
 
We’ve divided response into two broad categories that explore some of the MMH’s potential as it 
came up in conversation, as well as some if it’s challenges. The first deals with purposes that the 
Mobile Music Hub could fill, including gaps in music provision. The second section looks at more 
of some of the different ways in which the MMH could function, some of the different ways it could 
be used to deliver music and creative content. 
 
 
Purposes 
 
Several teaching artists pointed out that the MMH had real potential to fill gaps in the ongoing 
delivery of  music provision. Particularly in isolated rural areas where no pre-existing infrastructure 
or facilities currently have the capacity to go to people rather than need them to come to you could 
be invaluable.  

- It was noted how accessing transport is often a huge barrier to access, and that regularly 
engaging with communities without access to music provision could be massively 
beneficial. 

- Furthermore having developed these relationships you could then use the MMH as a 
signposting system so that they’re able to connect to and engage with other music making 
opportunities in areas near to them or digital/online activities and support. 



- Several artists suggested that in the short term the MMH also might be able to fill the gaps 
in places where music provision hasn’t been able to continue under lockdown or national 
restrictions e.g Arts spaces, community centre, Youth hubs. 

 
Talking to music leaders working in Youth centres raised the idea that whilst often centres had 
young people who wanted to engage with music making the centres didn’t necessarily have the 
equipment, or crucially the staff with the specialisms, to deliver this work. 

- This is also potentially true of other contexts such as schools, PRU, or care homes. 
- The idea being that the MMH could function as an extension of centres without the 

equipment, either by taking equipment into the centre itself, running workshops or 1 to 1 
sessions from the Hub or by some combination of the two. 

- Similarly they emphasised the real value of having outside specialists come and stimulate 
the young people inspiring them to further their music making. 

 
It was suggested several times that the MMH most important function is simply as a vehicle 
(literally and figuratively) for encouraging engagement with music - both from young people and 
the wider community. 

- It’s capacity to be mobile in its delivery, its potential excitement factor and accessibility 
make it perfect for engaging people who might not have thought to interact with music 
making opportunities before. Or hadn’t thought previously that that sort of thing might be 
available for them when it had been offered. 

Functions 
 

Many of the conversations around some of the functions that the MMH might fill practically 
speaking - i.e what facilities does it have, what can you tangibly do in, around and with it - centred 
around questions of space, capacity & what the specific set up would be. 
 
There remained a floating question as to whether the set up for the MMH is just a converted long 
wheel base Transit or whether it includes some form of trailer as well. Accordingly this part of the 
discussion was largely about potentials and what sort of things might be possible. 
 
The biggest logistical question raised throughout our conversation with teaching artists was how 
big the internal space of the MMH would be and therefore how many participants you’d be able to 
have inside the vehicle at any one time. Even pre-covid this would have been a logistical 
challenge but with social distancing restrictions is even more important to assess. 

- The general consensus was that in a trailer the largest group size you could host would be 
3 or 4, and that in a van you’d be lucky if you got 1 or 2 people in. Taking this into account it 
would perhaps be best to think about internal spaces being used to host 1 to 1 sessions or 
with small groups. Under Covid restrictions this solves the problem of social distancing as 
long as any small groups are pre-existing households or support bubbles. 

- It was suggested that perhaps to minimise contact with participants under covid restrictions 
some form of partition could be installed in the van so that music leaders and participants 
are separated and therefore less of an infection risk. If the set up was something like a 
recording studio it wouldn’t feel too clinical and after a session was over it’d be possible to 
wipe down and disinfect the area the participant had been in. 

- Given the potential necessity of this sort of procedure and the general potential for a 1 to 1 
session in a smaller semi-enclosed space the point was made that we need to work really 
hard to ensure that the space is non-intimidating, welcoming & accessible for anyone who 



wants to get involved. It was also noted that we’d need to ensure that all our safeguarding 
policies and procedures were well thought through, and ideally backed up by more 
established organisations to begin with. 

 
Alongside the realisation that the internal space of the MMH might be best suited to more intimate, 
1 to 1 sessions came the really exciting suggestion to lean into the feeling and potentially focus on 
making the space primarily feel like a professional recording booth. Not only would this make the 
space more welcoming but would also give it a really clear functional delineation. 

- One artist referenced the Philharmonia’s iOrchestra project which on a much larger scale 
introduced members of the public to elements of the orchestra. Similarly the MMH could 
fulfil a similar function on a smaller scale introducing members of the public to the basics of 
music making and recording. 

- In locations without music equipment this would be a very clear way of providing access to 
facilities that otherwise would be unavailable to participants. 

- Several artists suggested that it’d be really valuable to have something tangible that 
participants could take away at the end of working with the MMH. That whatever music 
they’d worked on developing they could then record inside the MMH. This could then be 
shared either physically or digitally with them, and could also potentially be added to an 
online archive of all the music created with the MMH. This in turn could be another way for 
participants to continue engaging with the MMH digitally , connecting with others who had 
been involved in music making at the MMH. 

 
If a degree of clarity developed around how the MMH might be used with small groups there 
remained the issue of how it might function, or not function, with larger groups. Much of the 
discussion around this was focused on the practicalities of working outside. 

- Whilst many teaching artists were enthusiastic about the prospects of continuing to deliver 
work out of doors there was an acknowledgement that seasonal weather would be likely to 
play a large part in the effectiveness of this.  

- In the warmer months the potential for outdoor music delivery feels fairly obvious with the 
capacity to set up in parks & outdoor spaces adjacent to youth centres. Or, in festival 
settings where passing trade would allow for either ad hoc group sessions or the potential 
to book slots throughout the day, e.g busking, folk or music festivals. Here the van and/or 
trailer set up could be a launch pad to lead workshops from or simply provide transport for 
equipment that could then be taken and used wherever it was needed out of doors. 

- In  the colder, wetter months however it was seen that this might be more difficult, and 
whilst it was possible to continue music delivery either the content would need to be 
adjusted accordingly or some form of infrastructure might need to be put in place. Some 
suggestions here include working in settings with indoor spaces when possible, or the 
potential to construct some kind of large gazebo or tented areas that might sit adjacent to 
the van or a trailer and provide sheltered, but ventilated, space to work in.  

 
Finally it was suggested that the Mobile Music Hub might also have the exciting potential to be 
used as a space for performance and platforming of participants' work. 

- One artist gave the example of their own work, where their band had been commissioned 
by a festival to parade down residential streets performing in turn for each household 
socially distanced at their front door. They thought similarly the MMH could be used as a 
platform for some kind of peripatetic performance. 



- It was also noted that it would be really exciting to use the Hub as a mobile venue and/or 
stage that bands, or participants could use to perform their work publicly as part of the 
music making process. This could feed into an ethos of participants as very much artists in 
their own right and enable a clear sense of progression for people taking part. 

- The question of logistically how this might work specifically remained to some extent 
unanswered but it seemed that space wise at least the simplest way of achieving this stage 
function would be to have some form of trailer that could be set up when needed as a stage 
or performance platform for gigs and so on. 
 

 
 
 

How might the MMH work with the particular participant group(s) you work with? 
Are there any adjustments that would be needed for the MMH to work better with the 
people you work with? Anyways it is particularly suited, or not suited, to them? 

 
It was really important to us that we wanted to explore the ways in which our plans for the Mobile 
Music Hub might be more or less accessible for different kinds of participants groups. We knew 
that it would probably be more suited to certain types of engagement but we wanted a better 
understanding of the different ways that we might need to tailor it’s accessibility.  
 
As one music leader noted this meant thinking about the physical accessibility of the MMH but 
also it’s psychological accessibility - creating a welcoming, safe space and offering the type of 
provision that make people want to engage with it. 
 
Other Music leaders noted its suitability for music making with young people and those with 
additional needs, and it was really useful to explore some of the ways we could ensure we 
engaged them successfully. 

- Whilst the potential to work across a wide age range of young people 11-19 y.o & up to 21 
for SEN young people it would be important that we established different phases of 
progression in delivery so that young People had clear routes through our provision: 

- Phase 1: People coming to do music making for the first time 
- Phase 2: Bedroom instrumentalists & those with some proficiency 
- Phase 3: Young musicians performing regularly looking to progress further. 

Using this progression process we’d be able to provide a framework in which we can tailor 
provision to each young person's needs. 

- Able to play an important role in reaching places and people who hadn’t had access to 
music before. Potential as a signposting service for other musical provision in the area, e.g 
taking the MMH into a school and then referring young people to music making 
opportunities at a local Youth Centre 

- Meeting young people on their home turf, on their own terms as a platform to further 
engagement that isn’t necessarily tied to a building or location. Having a library of 
instruments that we aren’t precious about that young people feel comfortable taking home 
and expressing themselves through. 

- The importance of music for promoting and supporting mental health awareness and better 
wellbeing practices for young people was commented on several times. 

 



As well as young people more generally the MMH would also be a really good way to reach 
geographically isolated members of the Homeschooling community. Particularly in areas where at 
the moment there is no pre-existing provision or facilities to provide music making opportunities. 

- Really good way of engaging people who currently have to travel to get to a session as 
often using public transport or similar is the only option and logistically difficult. 

- These participants would happily contribute financially to engage as they will see it as a 
saving on transport costs and time. 

- Worth noting that within that participant group some individuals are homeschooling due to 
exclusion from schools so worth being sensitive around how the provision is provided and 
presented. 

 
On the other hand several of our conversation made it clear that there were certain participant 
groups that might find the MMH less accessible and that if we wanted to develop music provisions 
for them in the future we’d likely need to make a series of adjustments to the facilities and our way 
of working in it. 

- Whilst it might be possible to work in 1 to 1 contexts with dementia sufferers it’s likely that 
the space would be inaccessible both physically but also quite intimidating emotionally for 
them. 

- A large part of the problem be it working with dementia sufferers, early years, 
intergenerational work or in community bands was simply that these groups are almost 
always large and there simply isn’t the space for them in the current planned set up. 

- For community bands often using old or delicate instruments working outdoors simply isn’t 
an option as these instruments need spaces that are both dry & temperate to stay in tune! 

 
Can you see any practical or logistical problems with the MMH? 

 
The overwhelming answer to this question was almost always “Where are you going to park it?!”  
Both in terms of specific contexts like care homes, nurseries & schools alongside the more general 
concern about navigating a large vehicle around towns and narrow country lanes! 
 
Below are some of the other potential problems raised during our conversations: 
 
Weather 

- What do you do if it starts raining? 
- How do you manage instruments that aren’t designed to get wet, muddy or dirty? 
- How do you keep inside and/or outside spaces warm when it gets cold? 

 
Logistics 

- Where are you going to store the vehicle and/or it’s equipment when it’s not in use? Do you 
store them together or separately? How do you make sure it’s all safe and secure? 

- How do you ensure all the equipment in the vehicles is sufficiently secured so it doesn’t 
move or get damaged in transit? 

- How do you ensure you can still get wifi when in rural areas! 
- Are there some instruments people need to sit down to play? Will you travel with outdoor 

seating? 
- What are we going to do with any litter? Who clears up after we’ve finished! 
- Contracts, songwriting & IP - who owns the recordings we make in the MMH? 

 



Working in Public Spaces 
- Ensuring you have the correct permissions if needed from council or local authorities. 

Particularly if you’re hosting larger performances or workshop events. 
- Managing sound levels coming from the van, limiting noise bleed and choosing locations 

well to avoid noise complaints. 
- How many people can engage in the van at one time? Different in different contexts (1 to 1 

sessions, outdoor workshops etc) but still worth considering. How do you manage how 
people engage with the MMH if you’re in public? Who can or can’t engage, e.g drunk 
people ruining workshops for others 

 
Safeguarding 

- Ensure all teaching artists are DBS checked 
- Ensure safeguarding policy is well thought and thorough 
- Worth having two teaching artists at each session to provide support & share responsibility. 

 
Managing Covid-19 Regulations 

- Ensure careful planning and thorough risk assessments and adherence to current 
governmental guidelines, including around social distancing, contact hygiene and rules 
around households, support & educational bubbles. 

- Question of how you manage/enforce physical distancing in public spaces? How do you 
stop yourself from drawing too large a crowd if outdoors?  

 
 
 

Is there anything else we haven’t talked about?  
What MMH might be able to do/be that we haven’t thought of? 

 
 
While it has lots of exciting potential, several teaching artists reiterated that we may be trying to do 
too much all at once and that it may in fact be better to focus on a few specific areas of 
development. The fact that it has the capacity for a small focused amount of provision that could 
then expand later is really great but important to walk before you can run! 

- Focusing on longevity is a priority, so ensuring funding for ongoing development, building a 
brand and thinking about creating partnerships with organisations more widely to develop 
it’s participant base. 

- Creating tailored music making content for delivery is really important and being clear about 
the remit and extent of that content - what we are able to deliver and what is beyond our 
capacity at the moment. For example, a one day package with band workshops during the 
day and a performance in the evening. Or, a 6 week session package at the end of which 
the participants will have written songs and recorded them. 

 
It was highlighted as well that the idea of legacy or a strong sense of a continuation for the 
participants we engage was really important. Given the peripatetic nature of the project it would be 
all too easy to have no lasting impact on anyone we work with. 

- An important part of this is making it possible for participants to feel invested in the hub, to 
let them know it’s there space as well and allow them ownership over working in it. 



- Having a continuation of the content in some form, perhaps through online follow on content 
of some kind or a potential database of recordings and links to other participants so they 
can make their own musical connections. 

- Similarly if we’re working in settings, youth centres etc.,  who have their own staff it’s 
important to provide support to those workers so they feel able to continue supporting 
participants after our delivery has ended. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Thinking Forward 
 
 
Whilst we’ve only been able to successfully carry out part of the research & development we’d 
originally planned due to the imposition of a second national lockdown there have already been 
some very clear outcomes and takeaways from the consultation process and general research 
we’ve carried out. 
 
Going into this process we knew we had some idea of what we wanted the Mobile Music Hub to 
be but we were also really keen to keep our ambitions and expectations open about what the 
MMH could become and be happy to adjust where we next planned to invest our energies. 
 
The process is obviously still an ongoing one and as we continue to develop the project we’ll 
continue to take learnings from what we achieve and respond and adapt accordingly. But at this 
point we can draw some broad conclusions from the process so far and point out some avenues of 
development we want to focus on moving forwards. 
 
 

A) There’s clear evidence for gaps in current music provision that a project like the Mobile 
Music Hub should be able to fill. 

- This is clear from various sources and different areas where there is currently a lack 
of music making opportunities across the region. 

- This is particularly true in rural areas where there’s no pre-existing facilities or 
provision. 

- This is true across a broad range or participant groups, from young people, 
community contexts, care settings and homeschooling communities. 
 

B) Whilst the Mobile Music Hub is a really exciting idea it’s important to be realistic about what 
we achieve with it at anyone time. Whilst it’s possible that in the future it might be able to 
cater a wide variety of needs and access requirements if we are to be successful to begin 
with it’s worth prioritising certain types of participant and ensuring quality engagement for 
them. Similarly in terms of facilities it very much has the capacity to expand its remit and 
output but to begin with starting small and focussed will both be more logistically 
straightforward and more effective in terms of delivery. In the first phase of development 
therefore we’ll plan to focus on the following:  

- We’ll focus on converting the MMH van into a 1 to 1 session space and recording 
booth than can host small groups or individuals to develop their music making in a 
Covid safe way. 

- Working with young people in youth centres, homeschooling communities and areas 
with less access to arts provision. 

- We’ll develop a tailored series of workshops over a defined window of time with clear 
progression points and end point. This will include the opportunity to record their own 
music in the MMH recording studio  

- We’ll also trial some open access workshops for members of the public during the 
winter to pilot different approaches to managing participants and inclement weather! 
 

C) The MMH is still in development and the projects will still only be able to deliver a finite 
amount of music making sessions. Because of this it is especially important that we 



implement and create a thorough package of onward support, content and material that 
participants can continue to engage with after we’ve finished this period of delivery with 
them. This will in turn be a resource that we can continue to add to, access and grow over 
the ongoing future life of the MMH. 

- We’ll look to create a series of online digital music making content and inspiration 
that young people can access that dovetails with our in person delivery. 

- We’ll begin the process of creating a database of music made and recorded in the 
MMH and we’ll encourage young people to use it as a resource to inspire their 
creativity and connect with other participants who have made work through the 
project. 

- We’ll create a package for parents, carers and Youth Service staff that can help 
them support the development of the young people they work with, as well as 
providing them with ongoing support as it’s needed to ensure they feel comfortable 
continuing to support the development of music making in these areas. 

 
 
We know that this an ongoing process of development but we are incredibly excited at the 
prospect of continuing to explore new ways of working peripatetically in a post-pandemic work.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX 
 

 
Daisi Consultation Questions & Answers 

 
For our research we set up meetings with the following people -  

● Carly Hughes - Watchet community support / Exeter Maketank 
● Nick Hall - MIDI (music in Devon initiative) 
● Adam Copeman - The Hive Youth Centre (SPACE), Exmouth 
● Becki Driscoll - Roots Music North Devon 
● Jacques Verhaeren - B Sharps, Lyme Regis East Devon 
● Hugh Nankivell - Dementia, Early years & intergenerational work, Torbay 
● Sam - Bideford, North Devon youth centre  
● Olya Petrakova - Exeter Maketank 
● Mike St John Cooper - Room 13 Youth Centre (SPACE), Okehampton 
● Moor to Sea Collective, Torbay and wider Devon 

 
 
Carly Hughes - Watchet Community Support 
 
How have you been working? 
E.g. Drop off in engagement; working practices 
 
Largely working in community support & action to help people through this difficult time. 
Working with Onion Collective & Coastal Communities to help lead social action work. Scheme 
has established volunteers who help work on several fronts. 
Good Neighbour Scheme 
Community car food deliver 
Helplines/Foodbank Support 
Peer Support 
 
Particularly interesting aspect for us is work looking to help get technology to those without access 
to it and support learning to use it for those not familiar with the equipment. 
Ipad Load Scheme & Glass box scheme. 
Focusing on overcoming barriers to learning, providing tech & a quiet space to use it. 
Helping enable peoples ongoing engagement with the community. 
 
Can you see how you might adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
E.g working outside? Remotely? How might the MMH change the way you work? 
 

- Homestart up to 5 years and care for elderly exists, but not much support for young people 
-Youth tent at watchet festival going to do a smaller dry run. Mini youth festival 
organised by young people. 
- April Easter holidays weekender - Job carousel, drag storytime, local buskers, 
makers, sculptures 
 

- Using it as a platform to encourage young people to engage in the arts. 



-  Based on reports teen creative agency is important for social action. 
- Wants to encourage youth led projects (agency over their own creativity) 
- Showing young people there are more career options in the arts. 

 
- Sometimes just being present in place where there isn’t much is good! 

 
 
How might the MMH work with the particular participant group you work with? 
 
Outdoor participation targeted youth work needed before covid. 

-Meeting on their terms introducing activities, having conversations. 
- Basically as a platform for youth and more general community engagement work 
that isn’t necessarily tied to a particular building or location. 

 
 
Can you see any practical problems with the plan? 
 
Weather, covid regs 
 
 
Is there anything you’d add to the MMH, or like to see we haven’t planned for? 
Going further afield based in Watchet Somerset  
 
 
Nick Hall - M.I.D.I (Music in Devon Initative) 
 
How have you been working? 
E.g. Drop off in engagement; working practices 
Online work: 
    - Sound Tribe work continued online with mixed success. 
    - Sound Tribe does regular work with members of the homeschooling community, as well  
regular sessions with young people w/ learning difficulties in Croyde, Okehampton &  
Newton Abbot. 
    - Using messenger/whatsapp/zoom was very hit and miss practically & in terms of  
engagement. 
    - More success was had with releasing short discrete bits of content for people to engage  
with, e.g one minute guitar lessons. 
 
    - Sessions w/ homeless young adults at the Amber Foundation were taken online as well. 
    - Noticeable drop in engagement with these less actively engaged participants, much 

 harder because not the same as being in the space physically with them. 
 
In Person Work: 
    - Post July has been able to start working again at Tazma studio. 
    - Limited numbers 4 to 5 people and adhering to social distancing and contact hygiene 

 procedures - 2 metres apart and special care around not sharing equipment & especially 
 microphones. 



    - Those in bubbles able to be in sessions together without socially distancing, although 
 still need to be socially distanced from session leader. 

 
    -Has run some outdoor sessions in parks etc. including drumming sessions and others not 
actively requiring a lot of tech. 
 
 
- Demand is still the same/increased, people are moving to homeschooling for the first time 
since covid. 
 
Can you see how you might adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
E.g working outside? Remotely? How might the MMH change the way you work? 
 
-Size of the vehicle/set up is an important factor here 

- In the winter if the vehicles large you could do one to one lessons in the van and music 
production sessions. 

- If doing semi regular sessions in set places, locations that have use of halls could 
use those over the winter, using the mobile music hub as an extension/break out 
space to keep groups regular over the winter. 
 

- In the summer  can use the MMH as a hub to take a collection of instruments, go to parks 
and outdoor spaces and do outdoor group music workshops. 

- Lots of home school groups who do informal pop up activities in parks, so could tap 
into the culture within the homeschooling communities. 
 

-  Need to think about how we’re going to engage young people consistently. 
- Are we going to start by getting to know the young people and make a group or find a 
pre-existing group? 
- How are we going to engage with these groups in a manageable way? 

 
How might the MMH work with the particular participant group you work with? 

- Good way to reach geographically isolated home school kids in rural areas 
- Areas around Croyde, Okehampton & Newton Abbot as there isn’t anything going on 

in those areas. 
- A really good way to engage with people who currently have to travel to sessions, 

getting on a bus with 3 kids is a nightmare! 
- People would happily pay as they would see savings on transport costs and time 
- Interest & demand from the home schooling community will definitely be there. 

 
Can you see any practical problems with the plan? 

- Where are we going to park the thing?  
- Sound levels coming out of the van, make sure you choose location, so we aren’t causing 

offence.  
- Permissions from council for bigger level events, crowd control measures, making it safe for 

people.  
- Make sure equipment is fixed in place so it doesn't move in transit.  
- Wifi connectivity when we are out and about for sending files.  



- Some homeschooling people have been excluded, so some people may have reservations 
about people knowing they are homeschooling.  

- Make sure we are DBS checked! 
 
Is there anything you’d add to the MMH, or like to see we haven’t planned for? 

- Be able to do workshops at festivals, 
- Develop a brand to attract people to come to us.  
- Production stuff with computers! 

 
 
 
 
Adam Copeland - The Hive Youth Centre (SPACE) in Exmouth  
 
How have you been working? 
E.g. Drop off in engagement; working practices 
Space has 8 youth centres across Devon, supported by council but not owned by council. Totnes, 
Newton Abbot, Exeter, Exmouth, Okehampton, Tiverton, Bideford, Barnstaple. Centres all carry 
the same flag but every centre is different in size & the young people’s needs. Hive is a creative 
music centre, Bideford has a massive sports hall, Tiverton mix of the two, Okehampton is the 
smallest centre so focused on outdoor activity e.g. 10 tors. 
    -Access to Hive in Exmouth is good. 
    -Access to Okehampton YC and other rural centres is more difficult as there are  
small hamlets around so it is harder geographically for young people to access. 
 
The Hive in Exmouth has the most dedicated music focus and equipment for music work. Not all 
the other centres are so well equipped. 
 
At the Hive: 
 
Online Work: 
-Traditionally had a music session 20-30 people every Monday face to face, regular core group, 
however during lockdown that had to stop immediately. 
    - Groups sessions were transferred online as much as possible using discord. 
    - As were the Block Club sessions (for young people with disabilities) 
    - Also used this as an opportunity to create a series of online lessons. 

- Both the sessions and the lessons could be accessed across the service, rather 
than just those attending in Exmouth.  

  -Obviously a struggle to make it work, but accessibility to a wider  
 participant pool a  surprising positive! 

   
 
In person Work: 
    - Easing of lockdown restrictions meant they were able to start running face to face  sessions 
again. 
 
    - Up to 6 people allowed in buildings across all centres if adhering to social  
distancing, contact hygiene and wearing face coverings. 



  - This has meant running more smaller/shorter group sessions. 
  - Not enough time/capacity to run enough enough sessions so that all 20-30  
people can come to small group sessions. 
  - But, more targeted work possible with smaller groups. 
  
    - Block Club has also continued in groups of 6, simple music engagement like  
teaching disney songs on the ukulele continuing. 

  - Using playful structures to help these participants manage adhering to 
 social distancing easier has worked really well.   

  -e.g each young person assigned a Disney character which match up 
 with different areas of the room, and only one character can be in 
 each areas at a time. At the end of each session they hand in their 
 character which is laminated & can be wiped down between sessions. 

    - Have been able to provide some outside provision as well, in a more general youth work 
context, which has worked well. 
  -e.g Laser tag, C Card and other activities that maintain social distancing. 
 
Can you see how you might adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
E.g working outside? Remotely? How might the MMH change the way you work? 
-Targeting rurally isolated young people, rural face to face delivery of music work. 

- Potential to build relationships with them & then direct them to further opportunities to 
engage with things happening online e.g. Space’s Dischord channel. 

 
- Working within youth centres and providing music provision for those without specific music 
specialisms. 

- Not all youth centres have enough music (production) equipment & not all centres have 
staff with experience/expertise in music 
- Potential to use the mobile music hub as an extension for the centres without the 
equipment. Either in the centres or using outside space (basketball courts etc), particularly 
good for socially distanced work. 

 
Jump into other youth centres and provide music provision using the outdoor spaces there, eg 
basketball court in tiverton.  
 
How might the MMH work with the particular participant group you work with? 

- Real potential to engage with a wide range of young people across a wide age range. 
- Ages for people 11-19 years old (school years 7-13); up to 21 for SEN provision 
- Would use it to deliver different phases of activity that young people can join at any 

point on that scale 
- Phase 1: People coming to do music for the first time 
- Phase 2: Bedroom instrumentalists 
- Phase 3: People who take music further in bands or performing at school 

already 
- Use it to tailor to individuals needs - What’s their individual journey? How do we 

maintain that development route through for them? 
 
Can you see any practical problems with the plan?  



-Covid climate be careful around planning and risk assessment, make sure you’re adhering to 
current governmental guidance. 

- Swap equipment, use hand sanitiser. Try to ensure people at least 1 metre apart.  
- Whole year group is a bubble in school, but still has to maintain social distancing in youth 
centres. 

 
Is there anything you’d add to the MMH, or like to see we haven’t planned for? 

- He likes the idea, small provision but could escalate to something quite big depending on 
the draw. Can do lots of different things.  

- Try not to do too much to begin.  
- Respond and reflect to the needs of the group that we are working with.  
- Useful to offer one to one experience inside the vehicle/trailer.  
- Have a booth e.g. vocal isolation booth. 
- Maybe think about offering a self contained (6 weeks or so) programme you can offer, at 

the end of which they’ll have written and recorded a song. 
 
 
 
 
 
Becki  Driscoll - Roots Music North Devon 
How have you been working? 
E.g. Drop off in engagement; working practices 
Main focus is Community music which she’s worked in since leaving University. A fiddle player & 
singer her focus is mainly on focus. Previously worked with Wren Music but recently has started 
working under her own steam focussing on the area she’s based - around Bideford & North 
Devon. Due to start things up in April but stalled by the lockdown and Covid restrictions. 
    - Focus on working with Family/Community music groups. Getting young people with their 
family involved. Develop young people’s musical skills in playing in a band. 
    - Ideally would want to work visiting schools/care homes/community centres. 
 
 
Online Work 
    - Currently working online via zoom with older participants and people that are shielding,  
with the occasional daytime get together if they can. 
    - Nice to have people from further afield participants and guest artists wouldn’t be able to  do 
that before. 
 
In Person Work 
    - First session face to face the other day, difficult as social distance is not how she is used  to 
working. 
    - Built up a stock of instruments to use in workshops, stringed instruments problem to 

 share must quarantine, 
    - Bought a load of penny whistles which you can sterilize! 
 
- Hard to make plans and stick to them at the moment! 
 
Can you see how you might adapt the MMH to your own practice? 



E.g working outside? Remotely? How might the MMH change the way you work? 
-  Sort of difficult to know without seeing what it is and how it works! 

- One to one stuff is not a problem but to do stuff in larger groups within the vehicle might 
be a problem - current covid regulations (not to mention physical space!) 

 
- Fill the gap in places where music provision hasn’t been able to continue under lockdown/Covid . 
 

- Plough Arts Centre runs a music social prescription service with basic access to music 
sessions prescribed by GP. 
- Mix of people e.g ‘Granny with 3 year old granddaughter’ ‘lonely old man’ 

 
 

-  Sunrise Centre for Diversity in Barnstaple has early plans for a music project.. 
- Currently don’t have the space/isn’t covid secure 
- Remote stuff & online activity not inclusive as many people there don’t have English as 
their first language. 
- Running a small provision for the people who there who are struggling with engaging 
online could be interesting. 
 

- Need for more musical provision for those in areas of rural isolation, in and around 
Torrington/Bideford. 

- Need to bring people together 
- Might be interesting if the hub was able to visit those communities regularly to engage. 

 
How might the MMH work with the particular participant group you work with? 

- Some way of doing pop up concerts would be great to showcase community bands. 
- Had dreams of a timber barn with open sides wood burner in the middle, plenty of 

ventilation, haven’t got money for it unfortunately.  
 

- Issue with MMH is most of Becki’s stuff is large group stuff and at the moment, even in an 
attached trailer there isn’t enough space for that.. 

- Needs somewhere that can be dry & temperate 
- General lack of community spaces, they’re being sold off for housing development. 
- Using public spaces with cover (band stand/bus stations) so that the mobile music 

can be an extension to these existing spaces. 
- Pannier market in Bideford, big empty space it’s not got windows but has 3 

sets of sliding doors, one you can drive up to. Facilities inside aren’t great, 
e.g. no chairs.  

- Yurt/tent spaces for a small group of people could work.  
 

- A drifting through/festival audience might work (passing footfall joining in. 
- Sunrise Centre on green in Barnstaple runs a Diversity festival, could see a 

workshop working there as an example for an event we could tie in with.  
- -Pitch up Westward Ho in the summer on the green. 

 
Can you see any practical problems with the plan? 

- Using instruments that are not able to get damp at all/ need to be at a reasonable 
temperature. It will be a nightmare for tuning. Depends on what we are using it for.  



- Singing workshop could be easy.  
- Using instruments, do people need to sit down and play?  
- Getting it down some of the narrow lanes in rural areas.  
- Equipment might get muddy/sandy. 
-  

Is there anything you’d add to the MMH, or like to see we haven’t planned for? 
- Difficult to say. To have enough space for a group (up to 10 people) would be ideal.  
- We need to have a heater to use all year round.  
- Will the mobile music hub make it up to North Devon? 

 
Jacques Verhaeren - B Sharps, Lyme Regis East Devon 
How have you been working? 
E.g. Drop off in engagement; working practices 
Founding Member of B Sharps, Music leader running early years session, primary secondary 
school sessions, extra curricular activities. 
    - Songwriting, singing, making musical stuff! 
    - Mixing people who are musical beginners to more experienced players. 
 
Delivers specific projects in schools e.g. themed workshops/transition to secondary. Works across 
several schools at one time. 
    - Some through music hubs & some through Youth Music. 
 
 
Only projects with pre-existing funding has been able to continue in one form or another. 
Absolutely everything else has had to stop, working in Tesco since mother’s day in April. So many 
other people in that situation of just waiting to see what happens next. Lots of waiting without 
being able to make solid plans. 
 
 
Online Work: 
    -Weekly in person sessions have been translated into weekly zoom sessions & online 

 tutorials . 
  - Participation hasn’t been consistent, and there have been problems with 

 communication with young people. 
  - Has found it hard to record tutorials without participants present, and has 

 struggled to get feedback from participants as to whether they’ve gotten anything 
 from them. 

  - If able to do it again would have met up with other music leaders to record videos  
together so at least it’s a more responsive/enjoyable experience for the session 

 leaders! 
 
 
 
Face to face Work: 
    - Since lockdown easing were able to start sessions face to face again in a minimal 

 capacity. 



  - Have to split the groups in two so they each have half the time. Then able to 
 socially distance in the hall they run sessions in and are able to set up a band set 
 up in this spaced fashion. 

 
Can you see how you might adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
E.g working outside? Remotely? How might the MMH change the way you work? 
- Tie it in with some kind of event e.g a busking festival 

- MMH could be set up somewhere and people could sign up to time sessions through the 
day with workshops on different musical things e.g building instruments from beachcombing 
- Buskers/musicians could do a slot at the festival and then could be sent to the MMH to 
record what they’ve just performed so both they, the festival & the MMH has a record of the 
normally ephemeral nature of busking. 
 

How might the MMH work with the particular participant group you work with? 
- Promoting Mental health awareness & autism awareness,  

 
- Go to places where people hadn’t had access to music previously.  

- Make it a tangible thing. songwriting lyric writing,  
 

- Really likes the idea of using the MMH as a recording studio for whatever work you make 
with the people who engage with it. 

- Having created a record of the thing is really good, having something for participants 
to tangibly take away with them. 

- Could be used as evidence of a body of work, building a legacy for the project and 
for the people who participate in it to connect with. 

 
Can you see any practical problems with the plan? 

- How do you ensure/enforce physical distancing? 
- Especially if you’re in a public space or if you’re inviting walk up engagement. 

 
- If you are set up in a public space where anyone can walk up and engage how do you 

regulate who is able to engage? 
- E.g Drunk people on a pub crawl wandering past 
-  

- Not meant to be encouraging crowds, if it’s too successful it could be a problem.  
 

-  Would be good to have 2 people leading a session to share responsibility.  
-  

Is there anything you’d add to the MMH, or like to see we haven’t planned for? 
- Contracts songwriting and recording who owns IP? make a copy and paste contract.  
- Open air cinema. DJs go round to communities. Theatre based activity.  
- Package making a band in a workshop during the day then a concert that evening.  
- What are we going to do with the litter? Who clears up afterwards?  

 
 
Hugh  Nankivell -Dementia, Early years & intergenerational work, Torbay 
How have you been working? 
E.g. Drop off in engagement; working practices 



 
Worked with with a wide range of ages! Bournemouth Symphony Associate for Devon 

- Focus on early years. Early years and intergenerational work. 
- Focus on those with dementia and in state care (Just finished 18 months working in a 

Dementia ward) 
- Exeter University Family Orchestra 

 
 

- Last year worked on an early years project where every single session was done outdoors 
in the Autumn (history of outdoor schooling 1907-1940) 

- Worked really well just need to know what will and won’t work.  
- Focus less on technical musicianship and more on encouraging musical expression 

(less need to worry about fancy instruments getting damaged and more able to be 
playful with what constitutes musical equipment and creation) 

- Working to identify musical potential in whole class contexts to be able to support 
those individuals moving forward 

- With early years and focusing on giving them time to explore their own ways of 
making music - give them time to express themselves before giving them instructions 
and the structures of exercises/technical work. 

 
Effects of Covid on Work 

 
-Online Work 

- Have been able to to do some of that work online in various different capacities. 
- Has been part of a wider conversation about working online.

- e.g Talked to an Autism specialist who said online was working  
excellently, participants were much more focused and there was none 
of the faff that came with working in a space with them in their settings 
( getting them in and out of the room etc) 
 

 
-  Family Orchestra have carried on working online with sessions every 2 weeks.  

- Rather than being jamming sessions these have been opportunities to share 
 work that the individual family groups had been working, collating work 
they’ve made and sharing ideas of what to explore creatively together next. 
-  This process of people submitting audio recordings and Hugh having to 
compile them has been really interesting and pleasantly democratic. 
-  Forced to listen to them all & listen to it all equally. 
 

-  Early years work has been difficult online and on screens, can work but really 
 difficult and you really need to have the parents or carers on board. 

- Has had some success working closely with childminders 
 

- Similarly hasn’t been able to access car homes and has been able to do a 
 bit online but not much, again dementia sufferers struggle to engage with screens 
and digital content. 

- Has been able to do a little bit of socially distanced stuff in gardens. 
 



 
Can you see how you might adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
E.g working outside? Remotely? How might the MMH change the way you work? 
 
-Continuing to do run music sessions outdoors is a good thing! 

- Worth considering the practical problems of it being outdoors however. 
 
- Potential as a platform for gigs and musical performances 

- Hugh’s band (Trio of Men) performed at the Willow Festival in Chelston by parading down 
a residential street, stopping at every door and writing an impromptu song for each house 
that answered. 
- The MMH could similarly be a base for some kind of peripatetic performance. 
- Let people know in advance you’re going to be in a place/walk down the street and sing to 
them! 

- Applicable to carehomes, schools, post offices! Places people can be inside/the 
other side of a fence to the MMH/performers. 
 

- Could be used as a mobile base for introducing members of the public to the idea of music 
making more generally. 

- Miniature version of the Philharmonia’s iOrchestra 
- This was a big mobile articulated lorry/tent that you could go inside and explore all the 
different aspects of the orchestra 
 

How might the MMH work with the particular participant group you work with? 
- Accessibility & space are a big issue for the kinds of participants that Hugh works with. 

- Dementia & Intergenerational groups can be 1 to 1 but more often up to big groups 
- 5-10 residents at a time; plus 7-10 kids is too many for the space! 

 
- If you can work out a way to extend out from the trailer then it might work better for 

those large groups 
- Generally getting these kinds of participants outside is a good thing! 
- So good if it can be done practically and safely. 

 
Can you see any practical problems with the plan? 

- Cost! 
- Parking! 

- Lots of car homes & nurseries don’t have much parking space. 
-  

Is there anything you’d add to the MMH, or like to see we haven’t planned for? 
- Are we in fact trying to do too much? 

- Might be to much in one 
- Does it lose specificity? 

- Recording things is nice 
 

 
 
 
 



 
Olya Petrakova - Maketank, Exeter 
 
How have you been working? 
E.g. Drop off in engagement; working practices 
Runs Maketank a space in Central Exeter used for rehearsals, gigs & art exhibitions. 
Not much has been able to happen in the space since Covid Restrictions (no online/digital 
presence) 
As restrictions lifted they began to organise small artist collaborations and get together events. 
 
Can you see how you might adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
E.g working outside? Remotely? How might the MMH change the way you work? 
- Ethos of the maketank is to build community and the mobile music hub would be great to help 
people access music making locally to create music to share in the maketank.  

-Potential songwriting project, starting with online sessions and finishing with participants 
recording their songs in the MMH 
- Potentially hosting an event to launch an album of the songs recorded as part of the 
project. 

 
How might the MMH work with the particular participant group you work with? 

- Helping people to connect and directing more people to make use of the maketank as a 
creative community space. 

 
 
 
Mike St John Cooper - Room 13 Youth Centre (SPACE), Okehampton  
 
How have you been working? 
E.g. Drop off in engagement; working practices 
Runs Room 13 youth centre in Okehampton a small cornershop like space. Need to make the best 
of what they’ve got. He is a senior support worker there, in a fairly non-hierarchical workplace! 
 
Normally works with groups of up to 15 across a range of age groups between 11-19 year olds. 
    - This Breaks down into  Junior—Inter—Senior Sessions. 
    - Ideally they work with a peer educated system where young people of different ages and  
abilities volunteer and are able to teach and support each other . 
    - A bit adhoc at times but is a really key principle in their practice! 
 
He’s found that older young people in rural areas have less to move on to then they once did so 
still are looking for things to engage with. 
Drop off in drinking culture, pub no longer next stage for young people and the transition into 
adulthood activities is perhaps less clear than it was. 
 
 
Alongside these music sessions a small team of part-time youth workers offer a range of other 
types of activity:  
Open Access early centres 
Young Volunteers 



Duke of Edinburgh 
C-card, targeted support (condom distribution, safe sex information) 
 
Offer targeted support to young people with close link to Okehampton & Holsworthy Colleges and 
Youth Centres 
 
 
Effects of Covid on working practices. 
    - Only able to work with groups of 5 participants so reduced number of people in sessions  
but increased the number of sessions they’re offering. 
    - Ideally this has been included at least one dedicated arts session a week, either music of 
visual art of some kind. 
  - He’s the only person on the team with those specialisms so hard to provide 

 enough for the demand! 
  
 
    -Alongside this they’ve also been running other more generally wellbeing focused activities:  
  - Couch to 5K Group 
  -Wellbeing sessions ‘do more of what makes you happy’ 
  - Gardening Group 
  - Outdoor activities, brewing hot chocolate, axes/knives, woodsman skills 
  - Winter weather has effected some of this, but have applied for forest school 

 training so able to do more of this sort of activity moving forward. 
 
 
His wife has a mobile community centre for Plymouth he will send photos, we may want to talk to 
her. 
  
Can you see how you might adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
E.g working outside? Remotely? How might the MMH change the way you work? 

- As an exciting platform to interest young people in music who haven’t had the opportunity to 
engage with something like it before, or didn’t know they were interested when they had 
that opportunity. 

- 1st step of ‘when does karaoke become something more? Taking that joyous energy 
and helping shape it. 

- Real value in having outside specialists come in (to the Youth Centre) 
- Looking for something that will inspire young people to get involved in starting to 

make music. 
- Having the correct equipment to make it feel legitimate is really important 
- His skills are relatively rudimentary so not as inspiring, as someone properly 

equipped and who can really play music. 
 
How might the MMH work with the particular participant group you work with? 

- In terms of the mobility, could be used to advertise and promote the provision that Room 13 
are offering,  

- for example taking the MMH to the school and seeing who is interested in music. 
-  Early inspiration for young people to get into music. 
- Simple, straightforward approach to introducing music to young people 



 
- Good for supporting young people struggling with mental health to build confidence. 
- Good for young people in the SEND group 

 
- Affluence of Okehampton masks the poverty that exists there 

- Having a library of instruments and equipment for young people to regularly access 
will be really good. 

- Important as well that they don’t have to be precious about the instruments, can be 
cheap and cheerful but crucially they don’t have to worry about damaging them so 
they can be comfortable to take them home and let rip on them! 
 

Can you see any practical problems with the plan? 
- The demand may be too high, the problem may be is one van enough?  
- Parking may be an issue; ensuring a safe location with equipment on board.  
- Capacity! How many people can be in it/engage at anyone time? 

 
Is there anything you’d add to the MMH, or like to see we haven’t planned for? 

- How can young begin to take ownership of the hub? 
- So it’s THERE music space as much as ours 

- Continuation of engagement can carry on digitally? That dialogue with the young people 
can continue? 

- Need to have a strong online presence so that the resources offer can continue after 
we’ve finished engaging them face to face. 

- Connecting them to all the content online (As well as a potential database of 
recordings made at the MMH) not only continue engagement but also connect them 
to everyone else who’s engaged with the MMH thus creating a wider network? 
 

- How can we provide resources for Youth Workers who aren’t specialist so that the young 
people can  continue to have some kind of musical support after end of active MMH 
activity? 

- Dependant on spaces having equipment? But still possible if it’s about instilling an 
attitude/enthusiasm in youth workers? 
 

 
 
Moor to Sea Collective, Torbay & Wider Devon 
 
How have you been working? 
E.g. Drop off in engagement; working practices 
 

- Believe that Music provision is something that everyone should have a right to access 
- At the moment not equal and hoping to make it more equal 

 
- Work somewhere between therapeutic, community and education 

- Both working in schools, community settings and with individuals 
- Often thought of as sitting within ‘inclusive’ music making practices but ideally want 

to transcend that label and move toward less hierarchical attitude of co-creation 
between session ‘leaders’ & ‘participants’. 



- Not just focusing on people who are ‘obviously’ or ‘traditionally’ excluded - not just 
focusing on traditional protected characteristics but wider ideas of disengaged and 
who music ‘is for’ - person might not have found the right music for them yet. 

- Ideally engagement is long term and lasting, and provision is widespread by 
ensuring there are artists working more and more widely to ensure people don’t fall 
through cracks 

- Work is a progression working at different levels/experiences and you can step onto 
it at any point. 

 
- Work has carried on throughout effects of Covid 

- Alot of that work has been through Asreth at the YMCA in Paignton 
- Working outside in peoples gardens; although very expensive because have had to 

engage people individually and therefore worked far more hours than when working 
in groups. 

- In spite of this targeted individual work has been successful and allowed for more 
specific musical support. 

 
- Residency at an outdoor venue that embedded them to continue music engagement  

- Regular sessions at Lupton House that people/organisations could book in slots 
- This worked well, but less easy when trying to work with tech etc. 

 
- Some online delivery 

- 1 to 1 sessions online, depending on whether geography is a problem in getting to 
them directly 

- Mixed success, not always worked, but for some people has worked really well if 
traditionally they’ve struggled in group settings. 

 
Can you see how you might adapt the MMH to your own practice? 
E.g working outside? Remotely? How might the MMH change the way you work? 

- Transport is a massive barrier to engagement so that’s a really clear positive about the 
project 

- However just because you have a van doesn’t necessarily mean you’re going to 
engage people. 

- Need to work hard to make sure it’s accessible, both physically but also in terms of 
it’s environment - has to be a space that is welcoming/not threatening. 

 
- 1 to 1 work seems the most obvious use of the small internal space 

- But need to think carefully about considerations around safeguarding and whether it 
can be a safe and secure space 

- Especially when thinking about it as an intervention space 
- Working under the umbrella of other organisations and they’re safeguarding policies 

is probably a good place to start to ease into developing these guidelines for best 
working practices. 

 
- At the very least it could be a good space to store stuff 

- Gives you the ability to have all possible facilities available before you get to a 
session, meaning you can be more responsive to the needs of the individuals you’re 
working with. 



-  
How might the MMH work with the particular participant group you work with? 

- Accessibility is about the physical but also the psychological 
- Finding the balance between safety and making it a welcoming space 
- What do people need & having the capacity/capability to adjust for that 

 
Can you see any practical problems with the plan? 

- Safeguarding 
- Parking 
- Where are you going to keep it to keep it safe? 

 
Is there anything you’d add to the MMH, or like to see we haven’t planned for? 

- Funding it as a thing! 
- Funding OUR time AND funding relationship building. 

 
 
 
 

-  
 
 

-  
 
 
 
 


